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Sidekick becomes hero to save superheroes everywhere. And although romance has to have a backseat to defeating the
criminals, if Penna offers her way Crypto Man's world won't be the same.Go for this a single if you want confident
women, gruff men, and superheros. When he returns to his boyhood home to find clues in regards to a recent increase in
villains from the area, he finds himself face to face with a beautiful female, and for the very first time he includes a shot
at being the business lead hero.Penna Banena always wished to be a hero. She also gave up modeling to join The
Warden's School for Superheroes. When she discovers it is not only a rip-off but is providing inside information to
villains, she stays on to gather enough evidence to take the complete ring down. A VERY TASTY Read Book Reviews"
He's blunt, tough, and everything she's ever wished for in a guy.Chris, aka Crypto Man, loves being truly a
sidekick—REVIEWS:""If you want a delightful tale about superheroes, one with plenty of action, or just a brief sexy read
with a good plot try out this one out. Racing to Browse"The story is sweet, sexy and fun."Crypto Man's appearance
throws her arrange for a loop.especially the 'kicking' part." Sleepless Nights Romance Reviews
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Light-Hearted & Sexy Read The fun and action-packed world of superheroes continues in Stephanie Beck's most recent
book release, Crypto Like. Though that is a novella a whole lot happens between your hero and heroine to provide them
together in work and in play. Ms. Beck has introduced us to exciting new characters and cut back familiar faces to show
us the behind the scenes lives of superheroes who are colourful with witty banter as they battle to lower the bad guys
who are nearer than thought. I really do not want to give away an excessive amount of the tale, but these two set up in a
match that simply makes you desire to cheer. To do that she enrolls in superhero school and discovers that everything
isn't since it appears as she reaches be the sidekick when her favorite superhero involves visit and helps her unravel the
mystery behind his mentor's most recent endeavor... She's always had a crush on Crypto Guy and is certainly thrilled
when he visits the school as it gives her the opportunity to seduce him. Actions Packed!and seduce him she does. But
overlook the angst filled alpha male hero, this tale is all about the unsung sidekick, and it's about time. As he pieces out
to bring he criminals to justice she's by his side kicking butt just like she always imagined.Crypto Man (Chris) is a

snarky superhero good with a verbal comeback however, not known for his smarts. He previously a difficult and lonely
childhood and it was The Warden who saved him and made him the superhero he is today. Love is definitely in the air
which makes him feel left out as all his superhero friends have significant others. He discovers like a distraction though
but can be immediately drawn to the sexy and self-confident Penna in her skintight jumpsuit. Sparks fly immediately
and the strain between ignites immediately. Crypto Man was among the best characters in the initial book, in the same
way that I love The Thing from the Fantastic Four. The sparks fly from the moment they fulfill as their sexual pressure
raises and the witty sexual banter flies. Once in the heat of battle, as Penna comes near getting killed, he realizes the
need for love but will he ever take action onto it or will he let his ego keep him back again? Their personalities are
colourful and distinctive plus they enhance the story's overall enjoyment.This is an entertaining story with larger than
life characters. The sexual interludes are down and dirty with a bit of playfulness to them and they are nicely spaced
throughout the story. This is a funny, light read, perfect for your dog days of summer season or any time. You may recall
I must say i enjoyed the first publication in the Justice Fraternity series.. This can definitely be continue reading its but
with such a satisfying cast of characters why lose out on a single moment.Disclaimer: We was gifted a duplicate of this
e-book in trade for an honest review. He admires her intelligence and diligence and as they're compatible in matters of
love he finds Penna to be an ideal choice as sidekick. An ideal combo in my opinion. So, I was totally excited to read his
publication. Chris has definitely met his match in Penna.Penna is a rich supermodel tired of the jet set lifestyle who
wants to take action meaningful, be someone special who others research to. Anyone searching for a quick go through
that is action-packed and a great deal of fun should add Crypto Want to their reading list. I liked Penna, she's sexy
smart. She's sarcastic and just all around wonderful. I want her to be my pal.Not only carry out they have a knack for
taking down the bad guys, but the heat between them is oh-so good.Super Like was super fun and Crypto Love is no
exception. Nevertheless, all opinions expressed are my own. 4 stars for Stephanie's Crypto Love Stephanie has once
more outdone herself in this short exciting romantic tale of two outstanding characters. Meet up with heroine Penna, a
spicy supermodel who's ready for something fresh and boy does she get it when she enters super-hero college and
meets up with Chris aka Crypto Man. He's never been thought of as a leader but when he's informed of his mentor's
questionable works he knows he must act. You may already know I hate spoilers so I'll let you find out how great this
teaser is... Purchase a duplicate today, I promise you. YOU WONT Become SORRY. I received a copy of this book in trade
for an honest review as a host for the Tasty Book Tours. Fun, quick read Crypto Love is equivalent parts superhero comic
and chick-lit. A unique mix that I found humorous and refreshing. Amongst digging into the school's history there's a
sexual tug of battle between them that catches him off guard and makes her feel empowered. This is not a graphic novel
but it certainly could possibly be. Crypto Love has a little actions, mystery, and romance. I'm a sucker for the ultrastrong, misunderstood hereos. From begin to finish I found this an exhilarating roller coaster ride with a delightful
mixture of action and romance that occasionally seemed to be going too quickly.
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